
bo xilai was 
warmly welcomed 

by people in 
chongqing.



secretary bo was raising his political idea

our goal is to 
establish "five-

chongqing" : livable 
chongqing, unblocked 

chongqing, safe chongqing, 
forest chongqing, and 

healthy chongqing.

propaganda

livable 
chongqing

healthy 
chongqing

unblocked 
chongiqng

safe 
chongiqng

forest 
chongqing

to establish 
"five-chongqing"



people gathered 
together and 
passionately 

correspond to 
secretary bo's political 

idea "five-chonqging"

corresponding to "unblocked chongqing" idea: 
little traffic and patrol police

even in 
some  elementary 

school performances, the 
themes were intended to  

enthusiastically 
corresponded to 
secretary bo's 
political idea.



government officers reported the 
achievements of "five-chongqing" project

to 
correspond to 

the "forest 
chongqing" idea, we 

planted a lot of 
ginkgoes on both 

sides of the 
streets.

well done! I 
believe that will 

make chongqing more 
green and 
beautiful.

ginkgoes is secretary bo's 
favorite tree species.

transplanting ginkgoes from 
countryside to downtown.

the funny thing is we removed the native 
tree species on the road sides and 

transplanted   a tree specie which does 
not adapt well the weather in chongqing.



secretary bo promoted his politicsl idea.

singing 
revolutionary 

songs reading 
classic books

telling 
stories

spreading 
mottos

besides fostering 
the material progress, 

we should also promote 
the cultural and 

ideological 
progress.



we love our great 

country, beautiful 

land. we love our 

party~~~
we love our party~~~

...beautiful land. we love our party~

people were singing the revolutionary songs.

we support 
secretary bo's 

idea. it can promote 
our spirituality and 

morality!



we should 
also enhance 

the crime 
crackdown.

some organized criminal 
gangs had been found and 
the heads of gansta had 

been executed.



wang lijun, bo's top 
lieutenant and police 
chief sought asylum at 

the American 
consulate in 

Chengdu.

however, bo's political fortunes 
came to an abrupt end following 
the Wang Lijun incident in 2012.

as a murder of a british 
businessman, which was 

conducted by bo and his wife 
was revealed, more corruption 

of bo's leadership had been 
exposed to the public.



bo was 
criticized as a " 

hypocrite" and " the 
greatest gangster 

in china".

On 22 September 2013, Bo was 
found guilty of corruption, 
stripped of all his assets, and 
sentenced to life imprisonment. 



have you ever heard 
that bo xilai has been 

sentenced to life 
imprisonment?

yes, but at first I 
thought it was just 

rumor. it's quite hard to 
accept that the party chef 
was a murderer and did so 

many criminal activities.


